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Physics. - Oommunication N°. 59 b from the Physical Laboratory 
at Leiden, by Prof. H. KAMERLINGH O.NNES and Dr. M. 
REING ANUM : "Oontributions to the knowledge of VAN DER 

WAALS' I/J-surface". Ir. "The pa1·t of the transverse plait 
in the neighbourhood of the plaitpoint in KmJNEN'S experi
ments on retrograde condensation" . 

(Rend June 30, 1900.) 

1. The most important part of a transverse plait in VAN DER W AAis' 

l/1-surface is no doubt that in the neighbourhood of. the plaitpoint. 
For investigations of this part ho wever a higher degree of accuracy 
is required than was sufficient for the construction of the model 
of the whole plait and of the constructions belonging to it, described 
in Oommunication N°. 59a• 

In the following pa,ges we represent' the part of the surface shown 
by a rectangle in figs. 3 and 4 of PI. lI, which representation is 
based on more accurate calculations of p (to 5 decimals) made for' 
values of {IJ and v in a smaller range by means of the same equa
tion of state, from which we started for the construction of the , . 
general model. Thc principles on which the choice of this equation of 
state was based for the following illustratioll of VAN DER W.HLS' 

theory have been laid down in, § 4 of Oomm. N°. 59a j in the 
present paper we will consider the manner in which the constants 
occurring in that equation have been obtaincd, and in how far by 
this choice of constants the accepted equation of state can be made to 
harmonize with KUENEN'S obsel'vations. As explained in § 2 Oom
munication N°: 59a two questions are specially prominent: lat. in 
how far do the mixtures investigated by KUENEN agree with the 
law of corresponding states and 2nd• in how far can the critical 
constants of the homogeneous D?ixtures be represented by VAN DER 

WAALS' formulae of the second degree. 

2. To obt~in an opinion on this we cannot directly apply to 
KUENEN'S observations the ordinary method of calculating the redm'ed 
values of the pressure, tbe volume and tbe temperature by means 
of the critical quantities. For the critjcal tempel'ature of the bOffio
geneous mixture (point J( in fig. 3, PI. IV) is situated accordiDg 
to VAN DER WAALS' theory in tbe u nstable part and has therefore 
not been observed. , 

Neither are we assisted even to a moderate extent by 
RAVEAU'S method of 'measuring off the logarithms of the pressure 
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and the volumes as ordinates alld abscissae and by then shifting 
the systems of isothermals of the two sllbstances parallel to themsel yes 
until they cover one another. rrhis is chiefly to be ascribed to 
the smallness of the range over which each of the isothermals 
extends. Those parts of the isothermals that can be drawn, show 
no striking curvatures and run almost parallel. Rence there is too 
much latitude in the adjl1stmellt, so that it is not possible -to deter~ 
mine sharply enough the ex:act position in which the one system 
coincides with the other. 

Therefol'e we can only very roughly consider the ratio of the 
absolute temperatures of two isothermaJs co vering each other in the 
way mentioned, as being the ratio of the critical temperatures be· 
longing to them; the same holds for the pressure and the ~ volume. 

It is obvious that we may use instead of the pressure itself, 
the product pv, which is moreover of so much importance for 
the investigation of the isothermals, draw for one tempera
tare log pv as a function of log v and determine by shifting the 

h h d . 'Plel Vlel curve log pv = f (log v) on t e one an the ratlOs - (or what 
Ple2vle2 

P"I VleI comes to the same -;;;--) and on the other hand log -. As this 
~le2 Vle2 

still implies shifting the system in the direction of both the axes 
of co.ordinates, it also still offers too great a latitude. 

We may do without the displacement in the direction of one of the 

axes, when we measure offnot log pv but R
Pv 

, which has the same value 
~ '], 

or molecular quantities in corresponding stateR. For large volumes 
this quantity has the vcllue 1, for the critical state about 0.29. 

In applying this method it appeared that it was not poseible to 

completely cover the system of ~~ curves of the one substance 

by those of the other. Irregular deviations did show theDlselves, 
which may probably to a large ex tent be ascribed to errors of obser~ 
vation. The re sult was that a certalTl latitude still remained in the 
adjustroents and the limits were sought within which the coincidence 
might be called satisfactory. 

The ratio of the critical volumes follows immediately from the 
curves of log v covering each other, which ratio could then only be 
included within the limits j llst mentioned. 

The ratio of the critical temperatures is given hy the temperature 

to which two pv curves belong, covering each other l so that this 
RT 
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also ean only be included within limits, while the same holds for 
the criticaJ pressures, obtained by means of CPlcVTc = Tk• FOT C we 
took tbe value found by AMAG.A.T for carbon dioxide. 

The following table gives the results of these processes starting 
from Pk2 = 72.9, Vlc2 = 0,00426, Tlc2 = 304.35 for carbon dioxide. 

Proportion of rkx Pkz. 
rh. Tb Ph:. 

CH.Ol. mean mean. 

-
I o 00668 413 63.2 

:/,:::: 10 to 0.00698 to 416 to 
o 00728 419 57.8 

6q3 382 mean value 
:1.' :::: 0.75 to 610 to 886 5 

588 391 64 7 

654 337 5 mean value 
:ç = 0.50 to 665 to 339 

675 340 52.2 

501 
IC :::: 0.25 to 531 

I 
mde.6nite lllde.6nite 

562 

For the critica1 temperature of pure methylchloride we find the 
same value as found experimentally by KUENEN (416.0). The mean 
value of the critical pressure (60.5) however deviates much (7,5 pCt.) 
from the value found by KUENEN (64:.98). The highest value is in 
better agreement (3 pCt.) 

We will naturally next consider how the critical temperatul'es ot 
the homogeneous mixtures Tzlc found by us, are situated with respect 
to the critical point of contact temperutures T:rR. found by KUENEN. 

This may be seen from the following tabIe: 
Mixture. 
:c=%, 
IV = 1/2 

X = 1/4 

:rE 
396 
370.1 
338.4 

:r" 
3865 
339 
ind('finite 

Jn good agreement with the theory, the valups of Tlc are found to 
be lower than those of TR., and one would be inclined to H11 in for 
I/' = 1/4, Rymmetricnlly with .r = %, Tic = 328. Yet the difference of 
~n 0 found for Ir = 1/rl. gi yes rise to some objections agalllst puttilIg 
great tI ust in the determinatiolls. If we also bear in mind the irre
gular deviations, remaining between the two systems covering each 
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other, which leaves undecided wh ether the mixtures deviate from 
the law of corresponding std.tes more than the simple substances, and 
also tbe large deviatioDs found in determining the pressnre of methyl
chloride, much uncertainty remains about the critical value hself. 

Therefore it i'l desirabie to try to deduce in a different way some
thing about the crltical temperatures and the pressures of the homo
geneous mixtures from the whole of the observations fol' each mix
ture. We find a means for this in the equations given by KUENEN 

which express as weIl as possible the whole of the observations for 
each mixture, which equations we at first did not thillk it advisable 
to use in order that we sbould -be as little biassed as possihle in form
ing an opID1On from the observations themselves about the problems 
In band. But it is not to be expecteu that we can satisfactorily 
determine the erHical quantities, firstly because KUENEN has not 
taken for all his mixtures the same temperature function for a, se
coudly as states situated far from the critical point, which have 
influenced the determina.tion of the equations, can give rise to el'rOl'R 
by the extrapolation with the defective eguatlOlls of state. 

However it may be considered as a confi! mation of OUI' conclusions 
from the adjustments when the former can a)so be derived from 
these equations. 

With regard in the first place to the fulfillment of the law of 
corresponding states, we might conclude from the disagreement of 

h t· (3a:. b K t e ra 10 1Ia: = - glven y UENEN, 
bit 

3J = 1 nl = 1,40 
al = 314 na/4= 1,26 
3J = %, nd2= 1,66 
IC = 1/4 n'/4= 1,38 
al = 0 720 = 1,09 

that the mixtures investigated do not fulfill the law of corresponding 
statE'S 1). The value of this cODclusioD beCOU1E'S smaller, when we 
consider that KUENEN bas accepted bIt somewhat al bitrarily. Bath 
this and the choice of different tempel'ature funetions for a must 
infiuence the valuE's found for Ij, aDd aIthough we may allow that 
the variation of the values of n indieates a peculiarity in the closely 
related quantities h aDd li, they can only SUppOlt the conclusion 
but weakly, that the mixtures would satisfy the law of correspondmg 
states to a smaller degree than the simple substances. 

1} Tbnt n must have the same vlIlue for all substnnces that fulfiJl the law of corre
sponding states, has been demonstrat('d by KAMERLINGJI ON NES, Verh. Kon. Akad. 
v. Wet. XXI, 1881, p. 20; A1Ch. Néerl. T. XXX, p. 112. 
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IJet us conaider now what follows from KUENEN'S equations for 
the critical volumes and temperatures. 

IC Y::k. PIt:: r Po::. 

1 0.00725 

8/4 606 402 (397.5) 396 

1/2 620 350 370.] 

1/4 489 338 (3325) 331.4 

0 435 304 

It is remarkable tbat (as follows from tbe values of n and tbe 
linear variation of b just mentioned and tbe relation Vk = 3 b + 2 /3) 
the critical volumes show the same course as tbat'found by means of 
tbe metbod of coincidence. From KUENEN'S combined experiments 
it would ben ce appear that for mixtures of metbylchloride and car~on 
dioxide the critical volumes cannot be expressed as a function of the 
second degree of tbe composition, ae. it is accepted by Y AN DER WAALS 

in his tbeory of ideal mixtures, but tbat at least a function of the 
third degree is required for it. 

In fig. 5 tbe curve of Vk is represented by a dot-dash-line when 
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resulting from the coincidence 
method, and by a dash-line 
when resulting from KUENEN'S 

equation, and by a complete 
line that of the idea} mix
ture to be considered in tbe 
next section. 

Concerning tbe critical 
temperatures, not mncb can 
be derived from KUENEN'S 

equations. For thc values 
between brackets in the table 
given above a has been cal-

culated by means of ~ , in 

whicb we have Daed for K 
the numbers given in brackets 
by KUENEN. Tbe temperature 
values witbout brackets in 
the same table have been 

20 
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calculated witb values of a obtained by interpolation between the 
values of a given by KUENEN separately for different temperatures. 

Only for the second mixture an acceptable value of TR - Tk is 
found, i. e. 20°, but it is obvious that tbis difference cannot be 
negative as witb 31= %, or zero as with a; = %. And so the values 
from KUENEN'S equations cannot be an argument either for or 
against tbe values found by means of tbe method of the coincident 
systems. 

Therefore for the time being no arguments other than those derived 
from the deviations of the critical volume mentioned above, can be 
adduced to justify the doubt of the possibility of expl'essing' the critical 
quantities of tbe homogeneous mixtures in the case of KUENEN'S 

experiments by tbe formulae given by VAN DER 'VAALS for the 
critica] quantities of homogeneous mIxtures, together with KUENEN'S, 

identity Taa: = Kl'. 

§ 3. In order to obtain for Kw K121 K221 bw b121 b22 in the equation 

RT 
p=-

v-bz 

Kz = Kll.r!.l + 2 KI2 a; (1-.11) + K22 (l-x)2 

b.z = bIl 312 + 2 bI2 oZ' (I-x) + b2dI-,r)2 

(p == pressure in atmospheres, v = volume expressed in terms of the 
theoretical normai volume, R=gasconstant, T=absolute temperature, 
31= molecular composition, while the value of 1.4610 was taken 
for n) values which agree as weIl as possible with KUENEN'S experi
ments, a curve af the second degme was drawn almost carresponding 
with the critica! volumes found f,'om the coincident systems, fr?m 
which bIl. b12 and b22 were faund. The convexity was chosen towards 
the .r-axis, because in that case a value for Kl2 could be found, for 
which Kx was abviously of the second degree. This is justified as 
the flna! equations represented KUENEN'S isothermals still within 2 pCt. 

Subsequently the observation of tbe critical temperature of the 
point of contact for the mixture x =1/2 was taken as a basis for thc 
calculation of the a's. 

Now that the difference '1':.R-Txk could not be deduced with any 
certainty from the observations, we had to confine ourselves to an 
estimatian of it. 

According' to tbe resuJts of the graphical determination of the 
connodal curve on a plaster cast constructed previously (see HART-
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MAN'S figure derived from H, Communication N°. 59a, § 3) the critical 
temperature of the homogeneous mixture is situated lower than tha 
plaitpoint temperature and although the place remains very uncertain, 
we thought ourselves justified in searching it at double the distance. 

For our purpose it seemed at any rate sufficient ~o subtract 7° 
from the temperature of the critical point of contact ior the com
position l/g. With TR,l;-7° = Tki , Tka and Tk1 wa could now 
calculate Kw KI2, K 22• 

When the plaster.cast of the part of the surface near the plait
point was rE'ady, it appeared that for the ideal mixture suppoBed 
TRj-TK; amounts to about 19° C. which deviatE's from the value 
first accepted in the sense of what had been derived from the obser
vations of the mixture 1/2 (i. e. 300 C. from the method of the 
coincident 8ystems, 20° C. from KUENEN'8 E'quations.) 

The following table gives the constants found and tha critical 
quantities derived from their combination. 

Kn = 6.276 bIl = 0.001193 

K 12 = 3.314 bI2 = 0.000893 

K 22 = 2.176 bS2 = 0.000780 

Tk3; Pb Vk3; 

3;=1 416 64.8 0.007065 

3;=%, 391 68.9 6249 

3; = 1/2 363 71.8 5568 

3; = 1/4 336 73.0 5022 

3;=0 303 72.2 4620 

Th I f 'Pk IJle. h ~ d b 1 Th .. e va ne 0 -T IS t us !onn to e = --. e vanatIon 
R Tc 3.33 

of Plc agrees with that of PR (see the usual pT diagram). 

§ 4. In the construction of the detailed plaster-cast it was impor
tant not only io profit by the opportunity of being able to choose 
a larger scale fol' 'IJ and ~ with almost uncbanged dimensions of 
the whole model, bnt also to make tbc curvatnre of the w-surface 

20* 
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néar tbe plaitpoint as weIl definèd ,as ,.:posl:lible and thus tomake 
the determination of the connodal curve and the tangentchords as 
accurate aspossible." A.s' now ,the surface near thé' plaitpóint is but' 
little removed {rom its plane of contact, an enlargement of l/I, by 
which the differences'/J" -:- '/J --:- '/Je, wbere '/Je is the value of ,l/Ifor 
points in the, tangent plane ~ying, at the same values~of ~ aDd ", . 
are elllarged in the same proportion, will ca1,lse the surfaceas a 
wbole to become much more inclined with regard to the xv~plaJle, 
which again would cause the model to have ,only limited diînensions 
in , 'the :r- and v-directions with the same dim en sion in the '/J"direct~. 
ion, in order to make the curvature more prominent. We !J.aveavoided 
this difficulty by constructing a model in which the, properly mag
nified values ,,/' of '/J - '/Je for':r, ,and of V as independent rectángular 
variables are measured perpendicularly to the ~v-plane; In this way 
tbe general 'oblique pósition of the surface with regard to the '/!:v
plane is eliminated, and lfJ.- '1,e. can be enlarged, as much as is 
allowed by the gr'eatest dimension whièh 'we wish to give to the 
model in the '/J co-ordinate, through which the, curvatures become 
prominent as desired. The plane of contact on this model if continued 
to v = 00 would become for al • '1/2 and' for v = (Xl a-plane sloping 
to the :rv-p1ane with the angnIar.;tangents a and bj whereas in the 
case of the '/J-surface it would be parallel to the :rv-plane. 

'/Je in '/J" = '/J - '/Je is a linear function of x andv. 'VAN DER 

WAALS has aIready dernonstrated that the addition of a linear functioll 
in x does not influence the, properties which are of importance in 
the thermo-dynamical consideration of the '/J-surface." This holds 
good also for a 'linear function' of v. 

Putting lil ~ lfJ + av + b:r we get 

d'/J' diJl 
do; = dx + b 

dIJ!' == di/J + Cl 
dx 'dv 

, , d'/J' dt/J' , d'/J dlfJ 
PI = iJl -v - - {IJ - = '/J - t' - - {IJ - = ,uI 

, '" dv do.;', du ,à,{lJ " 

, ; , ", dIPi dl/i ' d~' d'/J ' 
fi,J, = '/J -v d;; + (I-x) d:c == '/J - v du + (I-x) dw -:- fl2 ~b • 

diJl", ", 
For the shape o,fthe projection 'of' the' curves -, = const. ' 

d{IJ 
dlJl" . - = conet. !ll -.:. cODet;!l2 , const. 'on the {lJv-surface it is· of DO 
dv 
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Mnsequenae wbether each, is increased by a constant quantity"for 
in the: case of, #1 there is not even difference between the two 
vaJlles of the.-, quantities 1'1 and, pI'; , 

The-values of I/J'~ used for the construction of the model and 
the dra~i~gs' are determined, in connection with the absolute vàlu~s 
of iJl. uS,ed' in. the general model of the whole plait (comp. Commu
nicatiop' 59a) by, meansof the follow:ing equations. 

";pH ~' _ 81'786 ,,; _ 0,25 v + 48000 re"'-- 164780 

.' ': ' v, , " ,', . 

-wJ:P dv- R T (rel{J.re + ~1-:c) Zg 1-:c) +9.4383 .. 
. ", a:), I • 'J.. " 

.,' , 

§ 5;,Plate IU is a. photographic repres~ntation of the detailed 
model on which 'the connodal Ene and the tangent chorda are shown, 
the depth of the plait ia-,madeelear by the shadow of the tangent 
lines: Fig. 1 and2, Pt IV shows thesections l/J"z =/(11) and 

, , " ' ", ,':' : .' , '" ' " dIP" , 
1JI"x 'f (Ir.). PI. IV ,fig.: 3 shows the pressure-curves, -" = ronst. 

" " .' dv , " ,,' " 'a ", , ' -
and thesubstitution':'curves ,~ = const., fig. 4 represents the pressure 

cu~ves .and 'th~' potential curves p/ = u) '" const. (all this on the . 

11 z-su~face).Jn~ ·the tW? last, figures::c is ordinat~ and '!T,in lon~OOth 
parts o(th~ 'theoreticaL normaI" volume, is abscissa. ", ' ' 

J n fig. '3 and 4 the connodal }jne bas been shown as a dot-dash 
IiDe, ,a s~fviow appro~imately indicates how,' grèat i~ the uncertainty 
ofthis line. Theexact plaee of P (the plaitpoint) on the connodalline is 
stilf-fairIy uncertain. A.' detailedinvestigation like the foregoing would' 
again be ~equirèd with rega~d to a limited part round, P. A similar 
investigation, ,of. the two partsl'ound the two points' of contact of a ' 
tangent-chord' 'will give, us greater certainty as to the exact sitU!t
tion of' that tangent chord. 'Sa ,the point .R, (the ,critical point of" 
contact) ean, also still be betterfixed. , " . . ' .,' " .. ' 

It may be:assumed that we have nearly obtained the difference 
XTI~~XTK of the compósition ratioi:! of critical point of contact and 
of the pJaitpoint at thetemperature T = 3730 C.. From this by' a 
better estimation more suitable values ean be derived for .the dif
ference TRI/

2
-TKI/2, from which we, started for the deduction of a12 

etc., through whieh' again values for a12 etc: eould be found, from 
which' "a bettor"agreoment'with 'KUENEN'sexperiments' near the 
plaitpoint is to be expected. 
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When we trace hy means of tJle. 
graphically found conpodäl-line, 
the condensation phenomena for 
a mixture with composition x 
between the plaitpoint composition 
XPT and tbe critical point of 
contact composition X.RT tbis 'Yill 
give us a representation of KUE

NEN'S observations at 1030 C. and 
tbe composition 0.41, wbich re-
presentation bowever wiH only 
be an approximation. Fig. 6 is 

\ obtained by reading on Fig. 4 
\ PI. IV for eacb a tbe rélation of 

\ S 
\ <;: +2G S ' the ratio to tbe whole 

\ ~)a 2a _ 

'\ tangent-cbord of tbe piece from 
~ 

o '--+--:-_-'-_____ ---l--..J the ül~ersection with the linc 
.roo 1000 which bas the composition x (for 

Fig. 6. 
which we ~ant to investigate tbe 

condensation pbenomena) to the contact on tbe vapour side 
- -- wbicb ratio gives the number of molecules in tbe liquid state

and by determining from tbis the liquid volume at the tangent
chord (t by multip1ication witb vz. lu tbe figure 1) tbe liquid volume 
has been measured as ordinate of the curve and the total volume 
as abscissa. 

The dottec1 line is KUENEN'S curve. The composition for whicb tbe 
construction bas been made bas been cbosen so, that the begin)ling 
and the end of the condensation are in the same ratio as in 
KUENEN'S observations. 

By reading the values of tbe pressure at tbc points of intersection 
of the tangent chords in fig. 4. PI. IV, we find that the pressure 
during tbe condensation varies almast linearly with the total volume. 
This is a180 very llearly the case in KUENEN'S experiments. Also 
the amount of the pressure is in fairly go ad 'agreement. While 
KUENEN found an increase of 73,5-83,8, we find from our figure 
one of 78,6-93,2. 

1) Compure nlso the figure for t116 retrogrnde condensl1tion in mixtures of cnrbon 
dioxide and llydrogen. VERSCHAFFELT, Comm. 45, fig. 2 on ihe plute (Proc. Acad. Amst. 
Dec. '98. 
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